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Lendoudis secures chunky reduction in hull cover for Evalend
Jim Mulrenan

London

A battle to insure the fast-expanding fleet of Evalend Shipping has
won low-profile Greek owner
Kriton Lendoudis a big reduction
in hull-insurance costs.
Market sources claim that

Lendoudis may have received as
much as a 20% to 25% reduction
on hull-insurance premiums as
competition to cover a fleet with
a big newbuilding programme led
to significantly lower hull and
machinery rates being quoted.
The Evalend fleet currently

consists mainly of handysize and
supramax bulkers but is set to be
transformed into a predominantly chemical-tanker fleet as vessels
are delivered from South Korean,
Chinese and Philippines yards
through next year and in 2008.
The hull placement on the

Evalend fleet is split between a
number of brokers and underwriters in several markets, making the extent of the reduction
Lendoudis received hard to ascertain.
The Evalend fleet has a good
claims record but some under-

Green Reefers in
push for growth
A Norwegian
outfit is boosting
its stable with a
new partnership.
Yiota Gousas

Athens

Green Reefers of Norway has
sealed a partnership with reefer
giant Seatrade in its latest fleetexpansion coup this week and
strengthened its market position
ahead of bullish projections for
2007.
Green announced earlier that it
had signed a letter of intent to
buy 20 reefers worth between
$175m and $180m, 12 of which
belong to Groningen-based
Seatrade. The sellers, Green says,
have agreed to receive 35% of
this in shares priced at NOK 4.50
($0.70) each.
Green managing director Erik
Thulin says the share offer for the
reefers will give Seatrade a 20%
stake in the company, making
Seatrade its second-largest shareholder. Bergen-based owner Kristian Eidesvik is the largest shareholder through two entities,
Caiano AS and Caiano Ship AS,
that control an aggregate of
38.1%.
Details of the ship’s names
have not been officially announced but Thulin confirms the
Seatrade reefers are the 310,300cbf Magic and Music (both built
1990), Magnific (built 1992), Majestic (built 1988), Maveric (built
1993), 300,000-cbf Caribic (built
1993), 273,000-cbf Neptunic
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(built 1989) and Northern Explorer (built 1991), 271,500-cbf Nova
Klipper (built 1992), 263,300-cbf
Oceaan Klipper (built 1991) and
Orange Klipper (built 1992) and
265,200-cbf Nostalgic (built
1986).
The purchases boost Green’s
market share in the reefer sector
as the company will now operate
a pool of 42 ships. Thulin says
Green will be able to attract more

contracts with the new tonnage,
which in turn will substantially
improve its performance.
Green is expecting a bullish
2007, as all the indicators are in
place for the year to start off on a
high note. Owners and brokers
alike are expecting charter rates
to remain high until the end of
the year. October alone has
recorded a 100% hike in spot
rates, as compared with last year.

The remaining eight reefers
Green has bought are controlled
by current shareholders. The
deals are viewed as internal
transactions.
Green has signed up for seven
reefers from Caiano SA. Thulin
confirms these are the 265,000cbf Green Crystal (built 1992),
Green Austevoll (built 1991)
Green Maloy, Green Egersund,
Green Bodo and Green Karmoy
(all built 1990) and the similarsize Green Selje (built 1989), in
which Green currently holds a
3.5% stake.
Green is also buying the
270,000-cbf Green Glacier (built
1991), which is controlled by an
Odfjell group affiliate, Rederiparter. This unit was on bareboat
charter to Eastwind Maritime for
some time but is now technically
managed by Amer Shipping of
Cyprus.
All eight reefers have been
working in the Green pool, which
currently operates 30 vessels.
The company has also signed
two long-term bareboat-charter
deals with a purchase option at
predetermined future-price levels. These involve the 377,000cbf Green Italia (built 1994),
owned by Caiano, and 375,000cbf Green Chile (built 1992),
owned by Odfjell group-controlled Norchem ApS.
The Odfjell group currently
holds a 10% shareholding in
Green through holding company
Norchem ApS.
Market sources say the deals
will benefit all parties involved
as they will probably boost the
value of Green’s shares.

Former Braemar duo poised to start at rival shop
Lucy Hine
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London

Ex-Braemar Seascope renegade
sale-and-purchase (S&P) brokers
Andi Case and Julian Brynteson
are set to start their new jobs with
rival shop Clarkson next week.
In an appropriate piece of timing, the two are expected to make
their debut on 23 November, the
day of the London S&P brokers’
dinner. Case is set to become
managing director at Clarkson,
while Brynteson will become
head of S&P.
Clarkson chief Richard Fulford-Smith was unavailable for
comment before TradeWinds
went to press.
Prolific S&P broker Case and
colleague Brynteson jumped ship

from Braemar Seacope in May.
Under the terms of their contracts
with their former employer, the
two were officially on gardening
leave for six months.
But in September, Braemar
Seascope confirmed it was taking
out injunctions against the pair,
who were still on full salaries, accusing them of breaking their employment contracts and talking to
their former clients.
There has since been talk that
Braemar Seascope has dropped
its legal action against the duo
but this could not be confirmed.
Company chairman Alan Marsh
declines to comment on the matter.
Clarkson, meanwhile, is continuing to pursue its case against

the former head of Clarkson Asia
in Hong Kong, Tim Huxley. Clarkson won an injunction against
Huxley at around the same time
as Braemar Seascope pursued its
action against Case and Brynteson that effectively prevented
him from working until 2 December.
Huxley, who left Clarkson in
March to establish his own
shipowning venture, Mandarin
Shipping, and who remains a director of two Clarkson companies, is accused of breaking a
covenant with his former employer against poaching clients.
Huxley says he cannot comment on the situation because of
the ongoing legal process in Hong
Kong.

writers are nevertheless critical of
the reductions rivals have conceded.
The company’s newbuilding
programme, including vessels delivered this year and to come over
the next two years, runs to as
many as 30 vessels.
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Jim Mulrenan

London

A special-purpose insurance
company to provide the $500m of
terrorism cover that cruiseships
and ferries will require under an
updated Athens convention
looks increasingly to be the most
viable solution.
Top broker Marsh assured an In
ternational Maritime Organisation
(IMO) legal committee last month
that it could arrange the $500m of
cover that the protection-and-in
demnity (P&I) clubs were unwill
ing to provide but left open what
mechanism it would use.
The broker is to discuss ways
the cover could be provided with
the International Council of
Cruise Lines next week but it
looks as if the favoured solution
will be a special-purpose offshore
insurance company similar to
those established to provide Cer
tificates of Financial Responsibil
ity (Cofr) guarantees for US trad
ing.
Marsh will set up a company to
provide Athens protocol guaran
tees in Bermuda, or maybe Dublin
or Guernsey, or if shipowner or
ganisations prefer, set up the com
pany on their behalf.
The P&I clubs, although un
happy that they might face a bill
of as much as $2bn if there was
huge loss of life on a large passen
gership, reluctantly accepted this
liability but drew the line at pro
viding cover for claims arising
from terrorism.
So shipowners will end up
with a blue card from the clubs
covering P&I liabilities and an
other blue card from the new ven
ture Marsh will set up that will
charge a premium of less than
$0.10 per passenger day.
The two cards will then be
swapped for a single document
providing evidence of insurance
cover by flag states.
About 2,000 cruiseships and
passenger ferries will need terror
ism guarantees, with the Athens
protocol coming into force 12
months after it has been ratified
by 10 states.
Albania, Latvia, St Kitts &
Nevis and Syria are the only
countries to have so far ratified
the protocol but Norway and the
European Community member
states are set to provide sufficient
backing to trigger the process of it
entering into force before long.
The new, higher limits of pas
senger compensation could be in
force for at least parts of the
cruise industry and internation
ally trading ferries by the start of
2008, with domestic ferries and
even inland-waterway vessels be
ing drawn into the system per
haps 12 and 24 months later, re
spectively.

